4IN 8MM BORE COMPLIANT WHEEL

**UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:**

- Scale: 1:1
- Weight:
- Sheet 1 of 1

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES**

**TOLERANCES:**
- Angular: Mach
- Angular: Bend
- One Place Decimal
- Two Place Decimal
- Three Place Decimal
- Four Place Decimal

- Fractional
- One Place Decimal
- Two Place Decimal
- Three Place Decimal
- Four Place Decimal

**MATERIAL:**
- PC Core
- TPU Overmold
- Deburred

**COMMENTS:**
- Dual Dimensions are in millimeters.
- Break all sharp edges.
- 2° draft on most surfaces unless otherwise noted.

---
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---

**CHECKED**
- ENG APPR.
- MFG APPR.
- Q.A.

**ENGINEERING NUMBER:**
- NL 10/29/19

**REV.DWG. NO.**
- A am-3563

***SEE CAD FOR ADDITIONAL TOOLPATH INFO***